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Extended summary 1
In this paper, we are discussing possibilities of using ethno-corner in teaching Serbian
language lexicology to elementary schoolchildren on the example of the “Vocabulary
Enrichment” lesson. Ethno-corner, a small collection of showpieces depicting historical
material culture (various household items, work and festive clothing worn by town and rural
population, tools and weaponry, customs and old crafts), is being used to familiarise students
with the archaic material culture lexicon.
As an alternative to traditional lexical and semantic exercises, by using showpieces
from ethno-corner during the Serbian language class in the form of different stage, music and
playing activities (Methodical activities such as „ Vrteška“ and „ Grozd“, grape-picking game,
crossword puzzle, other card and table games), followed by interviewing craftsmen, as well as
visiting and drawing their respective workshops, students learn the meaning behind numerous
lexemes and incorporate them into their vocabulary. In addition, students are now fully able to
interpret literary works and in general better understand their ancestors’ way of life.
The content of ethno-corner (an integral part of Folk Tradition) is not only incorporated
into the syllabus of the Serbian language course, but is also naturally connected to the other
courses: The World around Us, Arts and Music. Aside from cross-curricular correlation, there
is also a cross-linguistic one (between lexicology, morphology and orthography), along with
connectivity between curricular and extra-curricular activities (school paper, poetry, folklore
and art sections).
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Employing such a correlation-integration teaching system increases students’ engagement
during class alongside their interest in traditional lifestyle and values, while the teaching
practice itself is being enriched with an innovative approach to the semantic interpretation of
traditional culture lexicon.
Key words: ethno corner, lexis of traditional culture, integrated teaching, Methodology
of Lexicology, Serbian Language.
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